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Abstract
A 2nite automaton is a machine which transforms any sequence over an alphabet into
a sequence over another alphabet. Its opacity measures the distortion between the input and
the output. A 2nite automaton is called opaque if its opacity is maximal. In this article we
shall continue our study on the opacity of a 2nite automaton and characterize opaque automata.
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1. Introduction
When a communication system transmits information, it will inevitably produces
some noises which disturb the transmitted information. These noises may be due to
some physical or statistical reasons. The study of such exterior factors is very important
and we can 2nd in the literature many excellent books and articles about them (see
e.g. [4] and its references). However, the most important causes are not exterior but
interior ones which come from the internal structure of our communication system. In
1991, Michel MendCes France induced the notion of opacity of a 2nite automaton, which
is a good intuitive mathematical model for a communication system, and he applied
it to study the inhomogeneous Ising chain (cf. [3]). Since then, opacity becomes a
fundamental tool in the study of noises produced during information transmission.
Regarding this point, the reader can consult [3,5,6] for more details.
Vaguely speaking, a 2nite automaton A de2ned by a quadruplet (S; i; ; t) is a
machine which transforms any sequence =((n))n¿0 over the alphabet  ⊆ C into
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a sequence A over the alphabet S. The opacity of the automaton A measures the
distortion between the input sequence  and the output sequence A.
More precisely, ∀q∈R (q¿ 1), the opacity 	q(A) of a 2nite automaton A is
	q(A)= sup

inf
’
lim sup
k→∞
(
1
k
k−1∑
n=0
|’(A)(n)− (n)|q
)1=q
; (1)
where ∈N, ’∈CS and ∀n∈N, ’(A)(n):=’((A)(n)).
This quantity was de2ned originally by M. MendCes France in the case where q=2
and S = {−1;+1}. We can give diLerent interpretations of this notion. DiLerent inter-
pretations lead to diLerent applications in diLerent research domains (cf. [3,6,7]). For
example, just as above, if we regard the 2nite automaton A as a transmitter of infor-
mation, then 	q(A) is the inherent noise produced by the intrinsic default of A. But
if we treat A as a measuring instrument, then the quantity 	q(A) gives the precision
of our instrument.
The aim of our study is double: on the one hand, we want to calculate 	q(A)
knowing the properties of A, and on the other hand, given the value 	q(A), we hope
to devise the structure of A (if impossible for any value, we think that this is possible
at least for some special values). The 2rst one is relatively easy. Actually, we have
already obtained an explicit method to calculate 	q(A) in the case where q=2 (see
[5,7]). The second one is more diMcult. The diMculty consists in the fact that the
geometry of the set  plays a determinant role in the study. Until now, we have only
some partial results about this problem. For example, we know how to characterize
the transparent automata, i.e., those automata whose opacities are minimal (in fact, the
minimal value is zero). We know also a suMcient condition which guarantees a 2nite
automaton to be opaque, i.e., its opacity is maximal (see [6]). In this work, we shall
continue the study initiated in [5,6] and give a complete characterization of opaque
automata.
2. Notion of nite automaton
Let E be an alphabet, i.e., a 2nite nonempty set. The number of elements of E is
denoted by Card(E). Let n∈N (n¿ 1). Every member w of En is called a word of
length n over E. By convention E0 = {∅}, where ∅ is the empty word of length 0.
Finally, put
E∗=
⋃
n¿0
En and OE=E∗ ∪ EN;
where N= {0; 1; : : :} is the set of natural numbers.
For u=(u(n))n¿0 ∈ OE, denote by |u| the length of u. Then |u| ∈N∪{∞}. Given two
integers m and n (06m6 n6 |u| − 1), de2ne u[m; n] = u(m) · · · u(n). Hence u[m; n]
is a factor of u.
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Now a de2nition of 2nite automaton is given below (see for example [1]):
A 2nite automaton A=(S; i; ; t) (called -automaton) consists of
• An alphabet S of states; one state i is distinguished and called initial state.
• A map t : S ×→ S, called transition function where  is an alphabet containing at
least two elements.
For every A∈ S, de2ne t(A; ∅)=A. Extend t over S × ∗ (denoted again as t):
∀A∈ S and l; m∈∗; t(A; lm):=t(t(A; l); m):
The automaton A induces also a map (denoted again as A) from O to OS such that
∀∈ O and ∀n∈N (06 n¡ ||), we have (A)(n)= t(i; [0; n]). The map A will be
the kernel of our later study.
Note that we have not mentioned the notion of terminal state here, that the preceding
de2nition corresponds to the classical notion of deterministic complete automaton where
all states are 2nal (cf. [1]), and that we do not want to recognize a language, but only
consider the automaton as a machine which transforms a sequence into another one.
It may be useful to give a visual representation of A. States are represented by
points or nodes or vertices. For every A∈ S and every l∈, we link together the two
vertices A and t(A; l) by a directed arrow, labelled l. This arrow is said to be of type
l and denoted as (A; l; t(A; l)) where A is the starting-point, l is the type and t(A; l)
is the endpoint, i.e., it can be treated as an element in S ×  × S. In the following,
we shall identify constantly A to its graph. So S becomes the set of vertices and 
becomes the set of arrow’s labels.
Let A be a 2nite automaton. We say that A is connected if over the graph
of A, any vertex of A can be reached from the initial state i, i.e., the graph of
A is connected. Later, we shall only consider connected automata and suppose that
 ⊆ C.
3. Opacity of a nite automaton
Fix q∈R (q¿1). For every bounded complex sequence u=(u(n))n¿0, the semi-norm
‖u‖q of u is de2ned as
‖u‖q:=lim sup
k→∞
(
1
k
k−1∑
n=0
|u(n)|q
)1=q
:
And the opacity 	q(A), of a 2nite automaton A=(S; i; ; t), is
	q(A)= sup

inf
’
‖’(A)− ‖q;
where ∈N, ’∈CS and ’(A):=(’(A)(n))n¿0.
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The motivation of the preceding de2nition is quite evident and instructive. It is linked
with the following general question:
Given a machine A; how can we measure its inherent noise?
For this, we should do experiments on A. An experiment consists in feeding A with
an input sequence =((n))n¿0. The result is an output sequence A which acts on
some measuring instrument ’ and allows us to read ’(A) as a sequence of numbers.
Computing the distance between ’(A) and , we obtain d(’(A); ) which is the
distortion of the experiment . Re2ne our measuring instrument ’ to minimize errors
caused by ’. The inherent noise 	d(A) of A is de2ned by
	d(A)= sup

inf
’
d(’(A); ):
It is clear that 	d(A) is the greatest distortion of all experiments and our opacity
function 	q is a particular 	d-function (see [7] for some general discussions of 	d).
However, we can also exchange the preceding procedure. First, 2x the measuring
instrument ’ and compute the greatest distortion sup d(’(A); ), then re2ne our
measuring instruments to delete noises caused by them. Finally, we obtain
d(A)= inf
’
sup

d(’(A); );
which is another type of opacity. Clearly, d(A)¿	d(A). If the strict inequality
holds (this is quite possible as we can see in [6]), we meet a bad situation as it
contradicts our usual concept. Fortunately, in the case of 	q, by using the Minimax
theorem of J. von Neumann, we can arrive at the result below (cf. [6]).
Theorem 1. For any 9nite automaton A=(S; i; ; t); we have
	q(A)= inf
’
sup

‖’(A)− ‖q:
Now we give a sharp bound for 	q to 2nish this section.
Denote by I the -automaton which has only one state (there are in2nitely many
automata having only one state. But their diLerence consists only in their notations of
the state but not the structure. So we can regard them as identical). Trivially,
	q(I)= sup

inf
x∈C
‖ Ox − ‖q; (2)
where ∈N and Ox indicates the constant sequence of common value x.
Then for every -automaton A=(S; i; ; t), we have
	q(A)= sup

inf
’
‖’(A)− ‖q6 sup

inf
x∈C
‖ Ox − ‖q=	q(I)
by putting ’ ≡ x in the 2rst in2mum. Then we obtain 06	q(A)6	q(I) which
is a sharp bound for the opacity function 	q.
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Note that 	q(I) depends only on  and may be large if we choose  correctly.
Thus the concrete value 	q(A) cannot reRect truly the structural complexity of A.
Hence it is better for us to consider the opacity ratio q(A):=	q(A)=	q(I) which
removes the inRuence of the size of . We call a 2nite automaton A transparent (resp.
opaque) if q(A)= 0 (resp. q(A)= 1). Later on, we shall characterize transparent
and opaque automata.
Below we recall some elementary results obtained in [6].
4. Recall of basic notions and results
Let A=(S; i; ; t) be a 2nite automaton. A circuit C over A is a cyclic directed
path over the graph of A. Recall that a directed arrow over A is regarded as a member
of S × × S. So the circuit C can be represented by a word over S × × S subject
to certain conditions and we often identify C to this word. A circuit possesses a point
of base or starting point; change the point of base, it is to change the circuit, which
is deduced from the 2rst by a circular permutation. Intuitively, we can also identify
each circuit C to the set of its arrows counted with multiplicity. That is to say, when
we move on the circuit C, if we have met n times a same arrow, we count it as n
diLerent arrows. Denote by C(A) the set of all circuits over A. It is evident that
C(A) is nonempty and denumerable as A is connected and only possesses a 2nite
number of states. We shall see that C(A) has a very simple structure.
Let C′ and C′′ be two circuits of A with A′ and A′′ as their respective point of base.
If A′′ is a vertex of C′, by concatenation, we can de2ne a new circuit of the 2nite au-
tomaton A (denoted as C′C′′) as follows. Write C′=L1 · · ·Lk · · ·Lm with Lj ∈ S××S
(16 j6m) such that A′ is the stating-vertex of L1, A′′ is the end-vertex of Lk and for
each j (16 j¡k), A′′ does not appear in Lj. Then we put C′C′′:=L1 · · ·LkC′′ · · ·Lm.
Give a geometrical explication of our de2nition. We begin with A′ taken as the point
of base of C′C′′ and run over C′ until we meet A′′ for the 2rst time. Then we leave
C′ and run over C′′ until we have visited all vertices of C′′. Now we are at A′′ again
and we continue the rest of C′.
Let C be a circuit of A. We call C simple if every vertex of C possesses only
one inward arrow and only one outward arrow. Since A has only a 2nite number of
vertices, there exists only a 2nite number of simple circuits, say C1;C2; : : : ;Cn. Con-
sider the free Z-module generated by the simple circuits C1;C2; : : : ;Cn whose elements
can be expressed by formal sums
∑n
j=1 ajCj with aj ∈Z. A circuit C is called repre-
sentable by (or pass through) a formal sum
∑n
j=1 ajCj with aj ∈N if there exists a
decomposition of this formal sum by simple circuits with the form Ci1 +Ci2 + · · ·+Cim
(the order being signi2cative), where for each integer j (16 j6 n), the simple circuit
Cj appears exactly aj times, such that by concatenation we have C=Ci1Ci2 · · ·Cim .
Every circuit can be representable by a formal sum of simple circuits. But this rep-
resentation is not necessarily unique. In other words, given a circuit C, we can 2nd
a point a(C)= (aj(C))06j6n in Nn \{O} such that C passes through the formal sum
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∑n
j=1 aj(C)Cj and in general, such a point a(C) is not unique. Fortunately, the special
choice of a(C) is not important in our study as we can easily see from the discussion
below.
Let A be a vertex of A. For j∈N (16 j6 n) and l∈, de2ne jl(A):=1 if A is
a vertex of Cj and over Cj, the inward arrow to A is of type l. On the contrary, put
jl(A):=0. For every point a=(a1; : : : ; an)∈Rn+ \{O}, de2ne
(a)=
n∑
j=1
ajl(Cj) and nl(A)(a)=
n∑
j=1
aj
j
l(A); with l∈;
where l(Cj) is the length of Cj, i.e., the number of arrows contained in Cj. It is clear
that if C is a circuit, (a(C)) is the length of C and nl(A)(a(C)), (with l∈), is the
number over C of inward arrows of type l to A. These numbers depend only on the
circuit C but not on the choice of the point a(C).
With these notations, we can show the following two formulas which are just refor-
mulations of the de2nition of 	q(A) and Theorem 1 (cf. [6]):
	q(A)= sup
C
inf
’∈CS
(
Gq(a(C); ’)
(a(C))
)1=q
; (3)
	q(A)= sup
a∈Rn\{O}
inf
’∈CS
(
Gq(a; ’)
(a)
)1=q
= inf
’∈CS
sup
a∈Rn\{O}
(
Gq(a; ’)
(a)
)1=q
: (4)
where Gq is de2ned, for every a=(a1; : : : ; an)∈Rn+ \{O} and every ’∈CS , by
Gq(a; ’):=
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|’(A)− l|q:
In particular, we can 2nd a special point a∈Rn+ \{O} and ’0 ∈CS such that
	q(A)= (Gq(a; ’0)=(a))1=q= inf
’∈CS
(Gq(a; ’)=(a))1=q: (5)
Relation (3) permits us to obtain a characterization of transparent automata. This has
already been done in [6]. For the convenience of readers and because of its simplicity,
we give here again the criterion and its proof.
Let A be a vertex of A. Let l be an inward arrow to A over the graph of A. The
arrow l is said to be faithful to A if l is contained in a circuit over A.
Theorem 2. A 9nite automaton A is transparent if and only if for every vertex A
of A; all the arrows faithful to A are of the same type.
Proof. Recall that a 2nite automaton A is transparent if and only if 	q(A)= 0. By
the formula (3), this is equivalent to saying that for every vertex A and every circuit
C, there exists ’∈CS such that ∑l∈ nl(A)(a(C))|’(A)− l|q=0 which is possible if
and only if all the arrows faithful to A are of the same type.
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Let A be a 2nite automaton and A be a vertex of A. We say that A is a pure vertex
if all inward arrows in A are of the same type and we denote this type by ’(A). If
all the vertices of A are pure, we say that A is pure. Clearly, a pure automaton A
is transparent as for any input sequence , we have ’(A)= . Reciprocally, we have
the following corollary.
Corollary. Any transparent strongly connected automaton is pure.
Proof. It suMces to know that a 2nite automaton A is said to be strongly connected
if given two vertices A and B of A, there exists a directed path linking A with B.
5. An equivalent formula for q(A)
As another corollary of (3), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let A=(S; i; ; t) be a 9nite automaton and C1;C2; : : : ;Cn be its simple
circuits. Then we have
	q(A)= inf
’∈CS
max
16j6n
(
1
l(Cj)
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
jl(A)|’(A)− l|q
)1=q
: (6)
Proof. Let C be a circuit over A. Then there exists a=(a1; : : : ; an)∈Rn+ \{O} such
that C=
∑n
j=1 ajCj. But for any real positive numbers x; w; y; v, we have
x + w
y + v
6max
(
x
y
;
w
v
)
: (7)
Then we obtain, for every complex function ’ de2ned over S,
Gq(a(C); ’)
(a(C))
=
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a(C))|’(A)− l|q
/
n∑
j=1
ajl(Cj)
=
n∑
j=1
aj
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
jl(A)|’(A)− l|q
/
n∑
j=1
ajl(Cj)
6 max
16j6n
1
l(Cj)
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
jl(A)|’(A)− l|q;
where the last inequality comes from relation (7) repeated several times. Hence
	q(A)6 inf
’∈CS
max
16j6n
(
1
l(Cj)
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
jl(A)|’(A)− l|q
)1=q
: (8)
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The other direction of the Equality (6) is quite simple. We need only note that for
a= ej (16 j6 n) the unit vector on the jth coordinate axis, we have
Gq(a; ’)=
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
jl(A)|’(A)− l|q and (a)= l(Cj):
Then the needed inequality comes from the relation (4). However, we can do better
than we need by constructing a certain sequence of arrow’s labels discovered 2rstly by
Loraud (cf. [2]). Below, we adopt the improved version (see [6–8]). The importance
of this sequence can be seen in Corollary 1.
De2ne an equivalence relation over the set of integers {1; 2; : : : ; n}. Let j; k be two
integers such that 16 j¡k6 n. We say that they are equivalent if there exists a
circuit C on A which contains Cj and Ck . In other words, on the graph of the 2nite
automaton A, we can pass from Cj to Ck and conversely. Denote by C1; C2; : : : ; Cd,
the equivalence classes. For each m∈N (16m6d), de2ne
Im= inf
’
max
j∈Cm
(
1
l(Cj)
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
jl(A)|’(A)− l|q
)1=q
:
It is clear that for two integers j; k such that 16 j¡k6 n, if they are not equivalent,
the simple circuits Cj and Ck do not have any common vertex. Then from Relation
(8), we deduce 	q(A)6max16m6d Im.
Fix m′ an integer (16m′6d) such that max16m6d Im= Im
′
. Without loss of gen-
erality, we can suppose that Cm
′
= {1; 2; : : : ; k}. Let  be a 2nite or in2nite sequence
of arrow’s labels. This sequence  and the sequence of states A determine over the
graph of A a path L(A; )= (i; (0); (A)(0))((A)(0); (1); (A)(1)) · · · and we say
that L(A; ) is generated by .
Now construct our sequence by recurrence.
Step 1: A is connected, there exists a 2nite sequence of arrow’s labels 1 such that
the path on A generated by 1 contains C1. The two integers 1 and 2 are in the same
class Cm
′
, so we can 2nd a 2nite sequence l1 such that the path generated by 1l1
meets C2. Circulating [exp(|1l1|)] times on C2, we get a 2nite sequence 1l12. In
the same way, we can also 2nd a 2nite sequence l2 such that the path generated by
1l12l2 meets C3. Circulating [exp(|1l12l2|)] times on C3 we get 1l12l23. Continue
this procedure until all the k simple circuits C1;C2; : : : ;Ck have been visited and we
are now on C1. We obtain hence a 2nite sequence 1 which describes the preceding
path thus constructed.
Step j (j¿ 2): Assume that we have already constructed the 2nite sequence j−1.
Following this sequence, we arrive again on C1. Circulating [exp(|j−1|)] times on C1,
we obtain j−1j1. Then repeat Step 1 and we obtain a 2nite sequence 
j.
It is clear that the family of 2nite sequences (j)j¿0 converges in the usual sense to
an in2nite sequence of arrow’s labels . Furthermore, by our construction and the
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de2nition of the semi-norm ‖ · ‖q, we have, for any complex function ’ de2ned on S,
‖’(A)− ‖q¿ max
j∈Cm′
(
1
l(Cj)
∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
jl(A)|’(A)− l|q
)1=q
as x exp(−x) goes to zero when x → +∞. Consequently
	q(A)¿ inf
’∈CS
‖’(A)− ‖q¿ Im′ ;
from which we conclude immediately our theorem.
Corollary 1. There exists a sequence of arrow’s labels  such that
	q(A)= inf
’∈CS
‖’(A)− ‖q:
Corollary 2. 	q(I)= inf x∈Cmaxl∈ |x − l|.
Proof. Remark that I has one state and its simple circuits are of length 1.
6. Geometry of nite points over the plane
Let c∈C and r ∈R (r¿ 0). De2ne D(c; r):={x∈C | |x− c|6 r} and call it a disk
(of center c and radius r) on the complex plane. Let  be a 2nite subset of C which
possesses at least two elements. Denote by D() the set of all disks which contain
. In D(), there is one and only one disk (denoted as D()) whose radius is the
smallest. Obviously, @D() contains at least two points of . Denote by c() the
center and by r() the radius of the disk D(). Then r()= inf x∈Cmaxl∈ |x − l|.
Hence 	q(I)= r().
Let ′ be a subset of . We call ′ a basic subset of  if D(′)=D(). Let ′
be a basic subset of . We call ′ a minimal subset of  if it has no proper basic
subset. From the elementary plane geometry, we can see that a basic subset ′ of 
is minimal if and only if ′ consists of two points a; b (in this case c()= (a+ b)=2)
or three points forming an acute triangle  with @D() as its circumcircle.
Let ′ be a basic subset of . We call ′ an extremal subset of  if ′ is contained
in the perimeter of D(). Every minimal subset of  is extremal. Conversely every
extremal subset of  contains a minimal subset of  since it is a basic subset. Denote
by E() the collection of all extremal subsets of .
7. Characterization of opaque automata
Let A=(S; i; ; t) be a 2nite automaton and C1;C2; : : : ;Cn be its simple circuits. For
any point a∈Rn+ \ {O}, de2ne S(a):={A∈ S | n(A)(a)¿ 0} where ∀A∈ S; n(A)(a):=
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∑
l∈ nl(A)(a), and so (a)=
∑
A∈S n(A)(a). With these notations, we have below a
characterization of opaque automata which is based on the key formula (4).
Theorem 4. A 9nite automaton A=(S; i; ; t) is opaque if and only if there exists
a∈Rn+ \ {O} such that ∀A∈ S(a); we have∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)(l− c())= 0 and A(a):={l∈ | nl(A)(a) =0}∈ E():
Proof. After a translation and a dilation, we can always suppose, without loss of
generality, that c()= 0 and r()= 1. Then ∀l∈, |l|6 1 and ∀l∈ @D(), |l|=1.
Begin with the suMciency. Assuming that a∈Rn+\{O} such that ∀A∈ S(a), we have∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)l=0 and A(a)∈ E():
From these conditions, we deduce immediately that
inf
x∈C
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|x − l|= n(A)(a): (9)
In fact, on the one hand, we have trivially
inf
x∈C
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|x − l|6
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|l|
=
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)|l|
=
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)
= n(A)(a):
On the other hand, we also have
inf
x∈C
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|x − l| = inf
x∈C
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)|x − l|
= inf
x∈C
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)|x Ol− 1|
¿ inf
x∈C
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)(x Ol− 1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
= n(A)(a):
This concludes our Equality (9). For A∈ S(a), by the HSolder inequality, we have
1= inf
x∈C
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)
n(A)(a)
|x − l|6 inf
x∈C
(∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)
n(A)(a)
|x − l|q
)1=q
:
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But inf x∈C
∑
l∈ nl(A)(a)|x − l|q6
∑
l∈ nl(A)(a)|l|q 6 n(A)(a). Thus, we get
inf
x∈C
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|x − l|q= n(A)(a): (10)
Note that the values of ’∈CS are independent, then by formula (4), we obtain
	q(A)¿ inf
’∈CS
(Gq(a; ’)=(a))1=q
= inf
’∈CS
(∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|’(A)− l|q=(a)
)1=q
=

 ∑
A∈S(a)
inf
’∈CS
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|’(A)− l|q=(a)


1=q
=

 ∑
A∈S(a)
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)=(a)


1=q
= 1= r():
But 	q(A)6 r() always holds. So 	q(A)= r() and A is opaque.
Now we show the necessity. Suppose that the 2nite automaton A is opaque. By
formula (5), we can 2nd a point a∈Rn+\{O} such that
	q(A)= inf
’∈CS
(Gq(a; ’)=(a))1=q= r()= 1: (11)
But for any state A∈ S(a), we have easily
inf
x∈C
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|x − l|q6
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|l|q6 n(A)(a): (12)
By the de2nition of Gq(a; ’) and the fact that the values of ’∈CS are indepen-
dent, we deduce from relations (11) and (12) that ∀A∈ S(a), the formula (10) holds.
So ∀A∈ S(a), ∑l∈ nl(A)(a)|l|q= n(A)(a) which implies that A(a) ⊆ @D() since
∀l∈, we have |l|6 1. Furthermore, ∀A∈ S(a), we also have
inf
x∈C
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|x − l|q = inf
x∈C
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)|x − l|q
6

 ∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)

 inf
x∈C
max
s∈A(a)
|x − s|q
= n(A)(a)(r(A(a)))q
6 n(A)(a)(r())q
= n(A)(a);
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from which, we deduce that r(A(a))= r(). Consequently, A(a) is a basic subset of
, thus an extremal subset of  for A(a) ⊆ @D().
It remains to show that ∀A∈ S(a), we have ∑l∈ nl(A)(a)l=0.
By relation (11), we know that ∀’∈CS , we have∑
A∈S
∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|’(A)− l|q¿ (a):
Fix A∈ S(a). For any ’∈CS satisfying ∀B∈ S \ {A}, ’(B)= 0, we have∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|’(A)− l|q¿ n(A)(a) (13)
as ∀B∈ S(a), the equality ∑l∈ nl(B)(a)|l|q= n(B)(a) holds.
To simplify the notations, we put x=’(A) and y=
∑
l∈A(a) nl(A)(a)
Ol. By the Tay-
lor’s development formula, we have, for |x| → 0,∑
l∈
nl(A)(a)|’(A)− l|q =
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)|x − l|q
=
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)|x Ol− 1|q
=
∑
l∈A(a)
nl(A)(a)(1− qR(x Ol)) + o(|x|)
= n(A)(a)− qR(xy) + o(|x|)
where R(xy) is the real part of xy. Combining this formula with relation (13), we
know that for |x| → 0, we must have R(xy)6 0 which is possible only when y=0.
Consequently, we have
∑
l∈ nl(A)(a)l=0.
Remark 1. We note that the statement of Theorem 4 is independent of the real
number q. As a result, if A is opaque for 	q, it is opaque for all 	q′ with q′¿ 1.
Remark 2. Originally, we want to generalize Theorem 8 of [6] and give thus a charac-
terization of opaque automata by the geometrical properties of their graphs. Apparently,
we have not succeeded. However, since all equations in Theorem 4 are linear, we ob-
tain in fact a theoretical algorithm by which with the help of a computer, it is not
diMcult to decide whether a 2nite automaton is opaque or not.
8. Equilibrated automata
We begin with some de2nitions and notations.
Let A=(S; i; ; t) and A′=(S ′; i′; ′; t′) be two 2nite automata. We call A′ a
sub-automaton of A if S ′ ⊆ S; ′ ⊆  and t′= t|S′×′ . Hence A′ is a sub-automaton
of A if and only if the graph of A′ is a sub-graph of A (Note that this de2nition
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is a little more general than the old version given in [6]). Then by formula (3),
when A′ is a sub-automaton of A it implies that 	q(A′)6	q(A). In particular, if
	q(A′)= r(′)= r(), the 2nite automaton A is opaque too.
Let A=(S; i; ; t) be a 2nite automaton. We call A an equilibrated automaton if
over the graph of A, every vertex receives exactly Card() inward arrows and their
types are distinct. A typical example is the one-state -automaton I.
From now on we study the case where E() contains only one set (denoted as
Ex()). Necessarily, Ex() is a minimal subset of  and contains only two points or
three points which form an acute triangle. We shall see below that in this case, the
graphs of opaque automata have a very simple geometrical structure.
Proposition 1. Let A=(S; i; ; t) be an opaque automaton. Then A possesses an
equilibrated sub Ex()-automaton.
Proof. Since A=(S; i; ; t) is an opaque automaton, by Theorem 4, we can 2nd a
point a∈Rn+\{O} such that ∀A∈ S(a), we have
A(a):={l∈ | nl(A)(a) =0}∈ E():
But E() has only one member Ex(). Hence ∀A∈ S(a), A(a)=Ex(). Then for any
j∈N (16 j6 n), if aj =0, the simple circuit Cj is composed of vertices in S(a) and
of arrows with types in Ex(). Denote by U the union of all simple circuits Cj with
aj =0. Over U, each vertex receives arrows of all types in Ex(), and thus receives
at least Card(Ex()) arrows. But the type of an arrow on U is a member of Ex()
and over U, each arrow enters a vertex and leaves a vertex. Hence over U, each
vertex sends exactly Card(Ex()) outward arrows and the types of these arrows are
distinct; in the meantime, this vertex receives exactly Card(Ex()) inward arrows and
the types of these arrows are distinct too. In other words, the graph U (if necessary,
take a connected branch of U) can be identi2ed with the graph of an equilibrated sub
Ex()-automaton of the opaque automaton A.
Reciprocally, we have the following result which generalizes Theorem 8 in [7].
Theorem 5. Let A be a -automaton. Assume that Ex() contains only two or three
points which form an equilateral triangle. Then A is opaque if and only if it possesses
an equilibrated sub Ex()-automaton.
Proof. We shall only show the suMciency. Let B=(S;Ex(); i; t) be an equilibrated
sub Ex()-automaton of A. Since 	q(B)6	q(A), it suMces to prove that the 2nite
automaton B is opaque, i.e., 	q(B)= r(Ex())= r(). But B is equilibrated, every
vertex of B receives Card(Ex()) arrows and emits an equal number arrows. Moreover
every automaton discussed in this work is supposed to be connected. Hence by a
theorem of L. Euler, we can 2nd a circuit C which passes through every arrow of B
once and only one time. Over this circuit C, for every vertex A and every l∈Ex(),
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we have nl(A)(a(C))= 1. Then
S(a(C))= S; A(a(C))=Ex() and
∑
l∈Ex
nl(A)(a(C))(l− c(Ex))= 0:
So the point a(C) satis2es the condition of Theorem 4 and thus B is opaque.
Remark. When Ex() consists of three points which form an acute triangle , it is
interesting to ask whether that  is equilateral is necessary for Theorem 5.
9. Further study
Until now we have only considered deterministic complete automata. However, it is
possible to generalize all the preceding results to the most general case. Often we need
to make some technical eLorts. But sometimes certain results may be simpli2ed and
presented in a more appropriate form.
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